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Summary

The situation in Mali continues to evolve and is making MINUSMA’s task further challenging. Civilians in northern 
and central Mali continue to suffer from protection issues. In fact, since June 2018, at least 287 civilians have been 
killed by extremist groups or have been victims of acts of atrocities from rival communities, the highest number 
recorded since the deployment of MINUSMA.1  MINUSMA earned its name of being the most dangerous UN mission 
in the world due to lack of sufficient equipment and training of contributing troops. Inequality between African and 
European peacekeepers has been identified as one factor contributing to its inability to prevent deadly attacks against 
its personnel and civilians. Finally, the Malian government and armed groups, signatories of the peace accord, have 
demonstrated a lack of leadership and unwillingness to find a common ground for significant progress of the peace 
process.

Introduction 
1

The 2012 Tuareg rebellion and coup d’état 
destabilized Mali, and violent extremist organizations 
(VEOs) exploited the security vacuum to occupy the 
north. This occupation and an attempt to expand 
further south, forced unexpected French intervention 
in January 2013 with support from the African-led 
International Support Mission in Mali (AFISMA). 
In July 2013, the United Nations Multidimensional 
Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA) 
was created and replaced both AFISMA and the 
United Nations Office in Mali (UNOM).2

1. The United Nations Security Council, “Rapport du Secrétaire Général,” 
25 September 2018.
2. The United Nations, “MINUSMA Fact Sheet,” Accessed on June 8th, 
2018, https://peacekeeping.un.org/en/mission/minusma

MINUSMA Base in Kidal, Northern Mali. Source: Author

https://peacekeeping.un.org/en/mission/minusma
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On June 30th 2018, the Security Council extended the 
mandate of MINUSMA’s mission to June 30th, 2019.3 
It has been almost six years since MINUSMA was 
established and the Malian conflict has proven to be 
challenging to manage. Mali remains destabilized and 
conflict has expanded from the north to central regions. 
This paper will address some of the challenges facing 
MINUSMA  while it tries to fulfill its mandate. 4These 
concerns are mostly with regard to priorities highlighted 
in MINUSMA’s mandate, including protection of civilians 
and its personnel against asymmetric attacks, ability to 
provide support for the Malian government to restore 
its authority and its full territorial integrity, as well as 
to provide support for the implementation of the peace 
accord signed in June 2015.5 For the purpose of this 
paper, other topics are left to be discussed in a follow-up 
publication in the near future.

Protection of Civilians
Peacekeeping missions and international community 
attempts to protect civilians have not always been 
successful and this is true for MINUSMA. Despite 
MINUSMA’s presence in some areas where the Malian 
government is non-existent, the mission is struggling to 
provide sufficient protection to civilians, as indicated in 
its mandate. Since 2012, when armed conflict started, 
civilians felt abandoned when Malian authorities fled 
the north. Six years later, the feeling remains the same 
despite MINUSMA’s presence in limited areas. Civilians 
are lacking access to basic services but also remain 
unprotected and thus victims of insecurity. A refugee from 
Mopti Region stated:

“In addition to being unprotected, there 
are also no schools open, no health 
centers, no access to potable water, and 
no government services.”6 
Livestock herder, Yidji village, Mopti Region.

3. The United Nations Security Council, “Rapport du Secrétaire Général,” 25 
September 2018.
4.  The United Nations Security Council, “Resolution 2364 (2017) Adopted by 
the Security Council on 29 June 2017,” https://minusma.unmissions.org/sites/
default/files/170629_unsc_res_2364_eng.pdf
5. United Nations Peacemaker, “Accord Pour la Paix et la Reconciliation au 
Mali – Issu du Processus d’Alger,” June 20th, 2015, https://peacemaker.un.org/
node/2681
6. Phone interview with internally displaced population from central Mali to 
Bamako, Mali’s capital.

The inception of the UN peacekeeping mission in Mali was 
meant to address the insufficient protection of civilians in 
collaboration with, and supporting Malian government and 
armed groups signatories of the Peace Accord. However, 
insecurity caused by violent extremist organizations 
(VEOs), armed groups, internal communal tensions, and 
armed banditry have complicated MINUSMA’s mission 
to prevent violence against civilians. This doesn’t mean 
MINUSMA is unwilling but rather is due to the complexity of 
local dynamics and the presence of multiple actors, which 
explains the further deterioration, and expansion of the 
conflict. Through its civilian-military activities, MINUSMA 
carried several quick-impact projects to assist civilians in 
most affected areas.7 Since 2013, MINUSMA completed at 
least 286 projects to provide and improve access to 
water, health, education, and food in northern and central 
Mali.8 The situation could have been even worse without 
MINUSMA’s efforts, especially in areas where the state 
remains absent. As one armed group leader stated: 

“Because of its military and political 
presence, MINUSMA prevented 
leaving total void in areas where 
Malian government has yet to return. 
Civil servants, humanitarians, and non-
government organizations workers are 
able to travel safely to troubled areas 
[north and center] only because of 
MINUSMA’s flights organized from the 
capital Bamako.” 9

MINUSMA patrolling the streets of Gao, Northern Mali. Source: Author

7. MINUSMA, “Quick Impact Projects (QIPS,” Accessed May 20th, 2018, https://
minusma.unmissions.org/en/quick-impact-projects-qips
8. Ibid.
9. E-mail interview with leader of armed group signatory of the Peace Accord, 
May 2018.

https://minusma.unmissions.org/sites/default/files/170629_unsc_res_2364_eng.pdf
https://minusma.unmissions.org/sites/default/files/170629_unsc_res_2364_eng.pdf
https://peacemaker.un.org/node/2681
https://peacemaker.un.org/node/2681
https://minusma.unmissions.org/en/quick-impact-projects-qips
https://minusma.unmissions.org/en/quick-impact-projects-qips
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However, more than five years after the French and the 
UN intervention, civilians continue to experience serious 
human rights violations, to be displaced and intimidated 
by different actors. Armed groups and VEOs oppressed 
and abused civilian populations during the occupation 
of northern Mali in 2012. This trend has continued in the 
north by armed groups and expanded to central regions 
by the Malian forces committing similar acts.10  11 Civil 
servants, traditional, and religious leaders are relentlessly 
targeted and intimidated by VEOs while public services 
installations are being destroyed.12

Tensions between local communities are worsening 
and civilians are being targeted as a result in northern 
and central Mali. In central Mali, Dogon and Fulani 
communities continue to engage in violence due to 
competition over access to natural resources.13 In 
the Ménaka Region, recent counterterrorism efforts led 
by ethnically based militias resulted in atrocities between 
Tuareg Daoussahaq and Fulani communities.14 With the 
absence of adequate protection and lack of permanent 
presence of Malian security forces, civilians have no 
choice but to rely on their own self-protection or on armed 
groups present in the area. However, most of the time 
these groups are either lacking resources, or protection 
of civilians doesn’t fall in line with their interests and 
priorities. Often these militias have unclear agendas 
and protection of civilians is used simply as a pretext 
to generate support and establish credibility within the 
national and international communities. For instance, at 
least two new militias emerged in May 2018 in Mopti 
and Ségou Regions following internal communal violence 
between Fulani and Dogon ethnic groups. Both militias 
justified their establishment on the basis of the lack of 
justice and protection of their respective communities. 
State absence and MINUSMA’s inability to protect those 
communities forced dozens of families to abandon their 

10. Human Rights Watch, “Mali: Lawlessness, Abuses Imperil Population,” April 
14, 2015, http://www.hrw.org/news/2015/04/14/mali-lawlessness-abuses-
imperil-population
11. The UN Reported that Six Arab Dignitaries were Disappeared after being Last 
seen in FAMA Custody. UN Human Rights Council, “Report of the Independent 
Expert,” A/HRC/25/72.
12. Human Rights Watch, “Mali: Unchecked Abuses in Military Operations,” 
September 8, 2017, https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/09/08/mali-unchecked-
abuses-military-operations
13. United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, “Regions at Risk, Preventing 
Mass Atrocities in Mali, April 2018, https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/Mali_
Report_English_FINAL_April_2018.pdf
14. International Crisis Group (ICG), “The Niger-Mali Border: Subordinating 
Military Action to a Political Strategy,” June 12th, 2018, https://www.crisisgroup.
org/africa/west-africa/mali/261-frontiere-niger-mali-mettre-loutil-militaire-au-
service-dune-approche-politique

homes and find refuge in the suburbs of the capital 
Bamako with a potential for another humanitarian crisis.15 
Refugees interviewed in Bamako expressed concerns for 
lack of protection and militias’ acts of atrocities against 
civilians as stated here: 

“Malian government has done nothing 
and is incapable of doing anything 
to protect us from opposing armed 
militias. The solution is to quickly 
disarm all militias and promote national 
reconciliation.”
Farmer from Diougani, Mopti Region.16

Though the number of civilian casualties is difficult 
to confirm, one thing is certain, civilians are being 
targeted and killed by different actors under different 
circumstances and that is alarming. Recent United 
Nations Security Council report confirmed that 287 
civilians killed in northern and central Mali between June 
and September 2018 alone, the highest number since 
MINUSMA was established.17 There are multiple reasons 
why civilians are targeted but in the case of Mali, there 
are two apparent ones: (1) hostile actors are ignoring the 
laws of war regarding the protection of civilians, and (2) 
have strong feelings of hate against opposing actors. In 
recent months, violence against civilians in Ménaka and 
Mopti Regions provide clear examples of this. This trend 
will most likely continue and the risk of atrocities against 
civilians remains high in both regions where the state 
remains absent and where the international community 
is struggling to fill that void along with armed groups who 
are signatories of the peace accord.

Insecurity 
 
The widespread attacks and abuses on civilians by 
armed groups, militias, VEOs, and Malian security forces 
indicate that MINUSMA is currently inadequate when it 
comes to providing enough protection to civilians. In a 
territory almost the size of France, MINUSMA’s mandate 

15. Le Monde, “Dans le Centre du Mali, C’est la Souffrance, la Fatigue et la 
Peur qui Nous ont Poussés à Fuir,” By Morgane La Cam, June 6th, 2018, https://
www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2018/06/04/dans-le-centre-du-mali-c-est-la-
souffrance-la-fatigue-et-la-peur-qui-nous-ont-pousses-a-fuir_5309512_3212.
html
16. Interview with refugee in Bamako, Mali on May 10th, 2018. He fled inter 
communal violence in Mopti region first week of May 2018.
17. The United Nations Security Council, “Rapport du Secrétaire Général,” 25 
September 2018.

http://www.hrw.org/news/2015/04/14/mali-lawlessness-abuses-imperil-population
http://www.hrw.org/news/2015/04/14/mali-lawlessness-abuses-imperil-population
https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/09/08/mali-unchecked-abuses-military-operations
https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/09/08/mali-unchecked-abuses-military-operations
https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/Mali_Report_English_FINAL_April_2018.pdf
https://www.ushmm.org/m/pdfs/Mali_Report_English_FINAL_April_2018.pdf
https://www.crisisgroup.org/africa/west-africa/mali/261-frontiere-niger-mali-mettre-loutil-militaire
https://www.crisisgroup.org/africa/west-africa/mali/261-frontiere-niger-mali-mettre-loutil-militaire
https://www.crisisgroup.org/africa/west-africa/mali/261-frontiere-niger-mali-mettre-loutil-militaire
https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2018/06/04/dans-le-centre-du-mali-c-est-la-souffrance-la-fati
https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2018/06/04/dans-le-centre-du-mali-c-est-la-souffrance-la-fati
https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2018/06/04/dans-le-centre-du-mali-c-est-la-souffrance-la-fati
https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2018/06/04/dans-le-centre-du-mali-c-est-la-souffrance-la-fati
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is still challenging despite the increase of personnel to 
an estimated 15,209 uniformed personnel.18 Disparity 
between peacekeeping troops, weak Malian security 
forces, lack of adequate equipment and actionable 
intelligence, and involvement of militant groups have 
all contributed to MINUSMA being the most dangerous 
peacekeeping mission in the world. 

Chadian peacekeeper next to MINUSMA vehicle damaged by an improvised

explosive device (IED) in Aguelhoc, Kidal Region. Source: Author

African countries dominate the top ten contributions of 
troops and police deployed within MINUSMA (Figure 1 

18. MINUSMA, “Police,” https://minusma.unmissions.org/en/police.

and 2).19 20 Most contributing countries include neighbors 
like Burkina Faso, Niger, Chad, Senegal, Guinea, and 
Togo.21 Though further research is needed to better 
understand the reasoning behind this domination, one 
assumption could be troops from the region have a better 
understanding and are at some degree more familiar 
with the Malian conflict, culture, and local languages. 
Yet, this is not true since languages spoken in unstable 
parts of Mali are not necessarily the same in neighboring 
countries. Peacekeepers from neighboring countries 
do not necessarily speak Tamasheq [Tuareg language], 
Arabic, and Fulbe [Fulani language], and most spoken 
languages in northern and central Mali. For instance, 
if Burkinabe and Nigerien (from Niger) peacekeepers 
come from southern regions in their respective countries, 
the fact is that most likely also they don’t speak the 
languages [Arabic, Tamasheq, Fulbe, Songhai] that would 
be beneficial for their work. Furthermore, these countries 
might share borders but not necessarily share the same 
culture or understanding of the longstanding grievances 
toward the Malian government.

19.  International Peace Institute, “Neighborhood Dynamics in UN Peacekeeping 
Operations, 1990-2017,” By Paul D. Williams and Thong Nguyen, April 2018.
20. The United Nations, “MINUSMA Fact Sheet,” Accessed on June 8th, 2018, 
https://peacekeeping.un.org/en/mission/minusma
21. Ibid.

Figure 1: Data by International Peace Institute (IPI) of Contributing Troops in Mali

https://minusma.unmissions.org/en/police
https://peacekeeping.un.org/en/mission/minusma
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The most dangerous missions are carried out by 
African peacekeepers despite lacking adequate means. 
European peacekeepers are mostly based in MINUSMA’s 
headquarters in Bamako, Gao, or Timbuktu, the most 
relatively secured bases in the north since their mandates 
dictate where they can or can’t go, and under which 
conditions.22 Additionally, African troops are almost 
exclusively in charge of escorting logistical convoys in the 
most challenging geographical and security environments. 
While European peacekeepers possess more sophisticated 
equipment such as surveillance drones and air support, 
African troops do not benefit from those, and troops 
deployed rely on their own equipment. Research by the 
Danish Institute for International Studies (DIIS) have 
demonstrated that a lack of trust and intelligence sharing, 
and inequality contribute to MINUSMA’s struggle.23 DIIS 
recommended, “minimizing the gap between the pledges 
of troop-contributing countries and the quality of the 
troops that they end up deploying,” and encouraged 
intelligence capability sharing to prevent further deadly 
attacks by extremist groups. 

Chadian peacekeepers received high praise from the 
international community for their bravery fighting militant 
groups in Kidal Region in 2013. Simultaneously, they 
suffered the most in terms of casualties to this day--

22. Danish Institute for International Studies, “Mali: Research and Activities,” 
Accessed June 4, 2018, https://www.diis.dk/en/region/mali
23. Ibid.

at least 47 died.24 The vital role Chadian troops played 
in defeating militant groups in one of their strongholds 
in Kidal Region was undeniable. This does not mean 
Chadian soldiers were well equipped nor well trained, but 
rather more willing to engage in areas where other troops 
were unwilling to go. They continue to be based (Map 1) 
in Aguelhoc, Tessalit, and Kidal--bases where their camps 
come frequently under rocket attacks and where their 
convoys are repeatedly targeted by improvised explosive 
devises. 

Map 1: Distribution of MINUSMA 
Peacekeepers in Mali. Source: The United 
Nations Security Council. 

24. The United Nations, “MINUSMA Fact Sheet,” Accessed on June 8th, 2018, 
https://peacekeeping.un.org/en/mission/minusma

Figure 2: Data by International Peace Institute (IPI) of Contributing Troops in Mali

https://www.diis.dk/en/region/mali
https://peacekeeping.un.org/en/mission/minusma
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Malian security forces and armed groups signatories 
of the peace accord are far from capable of providing 
protection to civilians as they claim. MINUSMA’s mandate 
required the protection of civilians and this has proven to 
be almost impossible in a volatile environment. Since 
its inception, MINUSMA camps and convoys have been  
constantly targeted by VEOs. As of October 16, 2018, at 
least 173 MINUSMA personnel have been killed and more 
than 360 wounded.25 In response, the mission has adjusted 
its operations towards a more defensive approach, rather 
than pro-actively engaging in protecting civilians at risk 
and without protection. The mission is exhausting its 
resources protecting its convoys and camps. As a result, 
trust and confidence of the population towards MINUSMA 
has started to decline and people perceive the forces as 
incapable of protecting them. 

Dutch peacekeeping armored vehicle in Gao, northern Mali. Source: Author

This feeling was intensified as MINUSMA found itself in 
crossfire between armed groups signatories of the peace 
accord not respecting the ceasefire agreement. Violence 
and tensions between these armed groups have led to 
acts of atrocities against civilians supporting one group 
or another and fingers again were pointed at MINUSMA 
for not doing enough to prevent such acts. Armed groups 
accused MINUSMA of siding with one group or another 
or more concerned by forcing the return of the Malian 
government to the north than stabilizing the area. On the 
other hand, the Malian government accused MINUSMA 
for not holding armed groups accountable when ceasefire 
was broken. 

The situation in Mali has evolved since MINUSMA was 
created and so have militant groups. Under its initial 
mandate, MINUSMA was restricted from pro-actively 

25. The United Nations, “MINUSMA Fact Sheet,” Accessed on June 8th, 2018, 
https://peacekeeping.un.org/en/mission/minusma

engaging against VEOs. However, in June 201626, 
MINUSMA became the only active peacekeeping mission 
from the other active 16 peacekeeping missions to have 
the task of countering asymmetric attacks in active 
defense.27 While it was encouraging for more offensive 
operations, this did not translate on the ground. Malian 
government and armed groups signatories to the peace 
accord continue to criticize MINUSMA’s weak mandate 
and restrictions to proactively go after terrorist groups. 
One Malian official told the author of the paper that the 
already overstretched and weakened Malian Army had 
to provide protection to MINUSMA’s convoys and thus 
labeled the mission as “useless.” 

One challenge included in MINUSMA’s mandate is 
to assist the Malian central government in restoring 
its integrity and sovereignty throughout its national 
territories. However, the situation on the ground has 
proved to be more difficult than it initially appeared. 
Since extremist groups were chased from key centers of 
northern and central parts of the country in early 2013, 
state actors and security presence remained limited and 
absent in most areas from both regions [center and north]. 
In both regions, where Malian government and security 
forces are absent, they are losing further legitimacy as 
more civil servants and government officials fled the area 
due to insecurity or are unwilling to return. According to 
the UN Security Council report on Mali published in June 
6th, 2018, only 33 percent of state officials were present 
at their duty stations in northern regions and Mopti region 
in the center of the country as of May 30, 2018.28 In the 
latest report of September 2018, 31 percent of state 
officials and civil servants were present in Mopti Region 
with temporary increase during presidential elections.29 
Since 2013, a number of civil servants and government 
officials and employees have been assassinated or 
kidnapped, or received threats from militant groups for 
their collaboration with Malian government and with the 
international community, notably with MINUSMA and 
French forces.

26. The United Nations, “Security Council Extends Mandates of UN Peacekeeping 
Operations in Darfur, Golan, and Mali,” 29 June 2016, https://news.un.org/en/
story/2016/06/533412-security-council-extends-mandates-un-peacekeeping-
operations-darfur-golan-and#.WJ5efG8rJpg 
27. The Washington Post, “The World’s Most Dangerous UN. Mission,” By Kevin 
Sief, February 17, 2017, https://www.washingtonpost.com/sf/world/2017/02/17/
the-worlds-deadliest-u-n-peacekeeping-mission/?noredirect=on&utm_
term=.6a71d37d712a 
28. The United Nations, “Report of the Secretary-General on the Situation in 
Mali,” March 31, 2018. 
29. The United Nations Security Council, “Rapport du Secrétaire Général,” 25 
September 2018.

https://peacekeeping.un.org/en/mission/minusma
https://news.un.org/en/story/2016/06/533412-security-council-extends-mandates-un-peacekeeping-operat
https://news.un.org/en/story/2016/06/533412-security-council-extends-mandates-un-peacekeeping-operat
https://news.un.org/en/story/2016/06/533412-security-council-extends-mandates-un-peacekeeping-operat
https://www.washingtonpost.com/sf/world/2017/02/17/the-worlds-deadliest-u-n-peacekeeping-mission/?no
https://www.washingtonpost.com/sf/world/2017/02/17/the-worlds-deadliest-u-n-peacekeeping-mission/?no
https://www.washingtonpost.com/sf/world/2017/02/17/the-worlds-deadliest-u-n-peacekeeping-mission/?no
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Malian Army, gendarmerie, and police remain ill-equipped 
and too weak to face challenges posed by growing threats 
from extremist groups. Furthermore, documented acts 
of abuse against civilians and those suspected to be 
supporting militant groups raised concerns of MINSUMA’s 
readiness and legitimacy to protect Malian citizens 
already living in deteriorated humanitarian and security 
conditions.30 After the renewal of the mandate on June 
30, 2018  MINUSMA should partly focus on improving 
legitimacy and perception of the Malian government and 
its security forces; two key factors for bringing stability 
in the north and the center of the country. This could be 
achieved by providing necessary support to Malian security 
forces in having positive contact with the population. 
Malian forces are conducting patrols in remote areas but 
do not have permanent presence, especially in the north 
and the center of the country. Simultaneously, however, 
Malian security forces should also be held accountable 
when acts of abuse are committed against civilians.  

Implementation of the Peace 
Accord
MINUSMA is a mission with a peacekeeping mandate 
particularly focusing on supporting the peace process and 
reconciliations between Malian parties. It has been more 
than three years since the peace accord was signed but 
little has been achieved and progress has been moving at 
a slow pace. The Malian government and armed groups 
signatories of the peace accord don’t appear to be on 
the same page and have different priorities as recently 
reported by a workshop organized by the International 
Peace Institute (IPI) on May 8th, 2018.31 The Carter Center, 
in charge of overlooking the peace process, shared same 
concern in its first report released on May 28th, 2018.32 
However, the follow-up report of August 2018 pointed 
out to positive progress as signatories of the accord 
demonstrated willingness to move forward with activities 
agreed on in January and March 2018,33 though the 

30. Human Rights Watch, “Mali: Unchecked Abuses in Military Operations,” 
September 8, 2017, https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/09/08/mali-unchecked-
abuses-military-operations 
31. International Peace Institute (IPI), Prioritizing and Sequencing Peacekeeping 
Mandates: The Case of MINUSMA, May 8th, 2018. 
32. The Carter Center, “Observations on the Implementation of the Agreement on 
Peace and Reconciliation in Mali, emanating from the Algiers Process,” May 28th, 
2018, https://www.cartercenter.org/resources/pdfs/news/peace_publications/
election_reports/mali-observer-report-may-2018-eng.pdf 
33. Nations Unies, Conseil de Sécurité, “Lettre Datée du 8 Août 2018, Adressée à 
la Présidente du Conseil de sécurité par le Groupe d’Experts Créé en Application 
de la Résolution 2374 (2017) du Conseil de Sécurité sur le Mali,” August 8th, 
2018. 

outcome remains to be seen. 

With assistance from MINUSMA, the Malian government 
is prioritizing the return of its administration and security 
forces to the north with interest in restoring its territorial 
integrity. However, armed groups are focusing on issues 
related to governance such as decentralization, inclusivity 
of security institutions, and redistribution of national 
resources.34 Leadership of both parties struggling to agree 
on mutual interests and goals, and frustration of the 
affected population are increasing since they cannot see 
meaningful dividends of the peace accord. 

MINUSMA is playing a major role in both: security-sector 
reform (SSR) and the disarmament, demobilization, and 
reintegration (DDR) programs. Overcoming the security 
threat relies on the success and fast results from both 
programs. The mission is aware that both SSR and DDR 
are long-term processes and will take decades to yield 
significant results. Simultaneously, MINUSMA should 
consider short-term goals so that Malian security 
forces, and eventually integrated former rebels,a are 
adequately equipped and trained to face insecurity 
challenges. Unfortunately, the Malian government and 
peace signatories have yet to reach an agreement about 
the number of former rebels to be integrated into Malian 
security forces. Both sides are unwilling to assume full 
responsibility of their roles in the Peace Accord process as 
one researcher close to the issue pointed out:

“There are several barriers to the 
peace process. The Carter Center has 
pinpointed several of the issues. But 
it mostly comes from the incapacity 
of the signatories to make the Accord 
their own. The Government, even it 
is identified as the “facilitator,” is not 
able to play that role. It is not able to 
provide a clear focal point, which makes 
it so that nobody is clearly responsible 
for the agreement. The armed groups 
are mostly concerned about their 
own privilege rather than finding a 
sustainable solution. And everybody 
profits from the standstill.” 35

34. International Peace Institute (IPI), Prioritizing and Sequencing Peacekeeping 
Mandates: The Case of MINUSMA, May 8th, 2018.
35. Interview on June 1st, 2018 with a researcher closely monitoring the peace 
process implementation. 

https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/09/08/mali-unchecked-abuses-military-operations
https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/09/08/mali-unchecked-abuses-military-operations
https://www.cartercenter.org/resources/pdfs/news/peace_publications/election_reports/mali-observer-r
https://www.cartercenter.org/resources/pdfs/news/peace_publications/election_reports/mali-observer-r
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Conclusion
On June 30, the current United Nations Security Council 
mandate of MINUSMA was renewed as expected. 
The situation on the ground continues to evolve and 
proves difficult to manage. Despite some progress, 
the implementation of the Peace Accord is moving at a 
very slow pace. The initiative by the Pace Agreement 
Monitoring Committee to create an independent observer 
of the peace process is a plausible start. Observations and 
recommendations by the independent observer should be 
taken seriously and is imperative to hold those hindering 
the process accountable. 

The security situation further deteriorated and reached 
another level, notably in central parts of the country 
where more than 200 civilians have been killed since 
January 2018.36 Violent extremist groups capitalized on 
ongoing inter communal tensions in the center and the 
north. MINUSMA, its national and international partners, 
cannot afford further instability and divisions among 
different actors. The decline of violence in recent months 
between armed groups signatories of the Peace Accord 
are encouraging signs. MINUSMA should capitalize 
on this and encourage further collaboration for better 
protection to civilians. 

36. The United Nations, “Report of the Secretary-General on the Situation in 
Mali,” March 31, 2018.

Risks of further violence against civilians will remain high 
in the coming months especially without an adequate 
protection from national and international contributors. 
Asymmetric violence against MINUSMA and its 
personnel will persist, as VEOs will continue to attempt 
undermining genuine stabilization efforts by the mission. 
However, accelerating the re-integration of former rebels 
to the Malian security forces, Malian police training, 
and demonstrating increased presence through joint 
patrols in most instable areas to protect civilians are key 
to minimize the threat of further violence. Furthermore, 
increased state visibility will certainly re-establish some 
of its legitimacy along with armed group signatories of 
the Peace Accord by showing good faith and by engaging 
in the peace process. 
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